UCLA NANO Lab Computer Specialist Position

Job Description:

We have an *immediate* opening for a "Computer Resource Specialist I" at the UCLA Nanolab located in the Engineering IV building. The student who fills this position will work 10-20 hours a week @ up to $15 an hour depending on experience. The position is flexible and requires a responsible independent individual to manage (primarily) Windows systems in a multi-million dollar organization.

*Responsibilities:*

- Managing basic HTML content and web server.
- Troubleshooting software/hardware issues on Windows XP systems.
- Basic Windows Networking configuration.

We have much more challenging problems that we are solving using technologies such as C#, Java, GWT, SQL Server, Reporting Services, Socket Programming. The right candidate can potentially begin working on our core systems using the above technologies.

Send your resume to nanowebmaster@seas.ucla.edu
<mailto:nanowebmaster@seas.ucla.edu> If you do not have a resume yet, please list your experiences in the e-mail.